1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Polymers are materials that are presently contributing fundamentally in our daily chores. As a result the global production and disposal of polymers have increased enormously over the years due to their vast applications in various sectors. However, the polymeric wastes are bulkier than the organic residues and a large part of these wastes do not degrade. Therefore their continuous demand has caused non-biodegradable polymeric waste accumulation in the landfill, consuming massive space and contributing to environmental hazards \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]\]. The rising demand of polymers has also given rise to the depletion of petroleum products as a part of non-renewable fossil fuel since these are the petroleum-based materials \[[@bib9], [@bib10]\]. Waste polymeric materials are usually mixtures of different kinds of polymers, such as high density polyethylene (HDPE), low density polyethylene (LDPE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polyamide(PA), polyvinyl-chloride(PVC), polyacrylate (PAC), etc. \[[@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]\]. Alternatives developed for managing polymeric wastes are incineration, recycling and energy recovery system \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]\]. However, incineration leads to unacceptable emission of harmful compounds, while recycling have high costs for the separation process and water contamination drawbacks [@bib24], which reduce the process sustainability.

Henceforth, utilization of non-biodegradable polymeric wastes for energy recovery stands as a better option to solve the staggering environmental problem as well as compensates the prevalent high energy demand \[[@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]\]. Extensive research and development of technology for this waste conversion to energy holds great potential, since, petroleum is one of the main sources of non-biodegradable polymer manufacturing and their recovery to liquid oil through the process of pyrolysis produces components having high calorific value in comparable to the commercial fuel [@bib29]. Pyrolysis is also one of the tertiary recycling methods for non-biodegradable polymeric materials like plastics, in accordance with ASTM [D5033-00](astm:D5033){#intref0010}, which has divided such recycling methods into four types, based on the final result \[[@bib30], [@bib31]\]. In general \[[@bib32], [@bib33]\], the variety of products obtained through pyrolysis can be classified into the non-condensable gas fraction called syn-gas, the liquid fraction consisting possible recovery of gasoline range hydrocarbons (C~4~-C~12~), kerosene (C~10~-C~18~), diesel (C~12~-C~23~), motor oil (C~23~-C~40~), etc. categorized as bio-oil or tar and the third fraction of solids as char.

Viable technologies and investigations towards this direction, for conversion of waste non-biodegradable polymers to potent chemical feedstocks and ultimately fuels, are rapidly growing through pyrolysis \[[@bib34], [@bib35]\]. Pyrolysis being a simple thermal process, involves the controlled thermal degradation of materials in an oxygen starved chamber, heating and cracking the polymers to lower molecular weight, *i.e.* breaking down polymers to smaller molecules, also into oligomers and monomers, as mixed products of gaseous, liquid along with solid hydrocarbons [@bib36]. However, pyrolysis suffers from few hindrances, requiring high temperatures typically above 500 °C because of low thermal conductivity of polymers and endothermic reaction of degradation, together with that the products obtained are in a broad range, also not as good fuels due to their poor quality \[[@bib37], [@bib38]\]. The main process parameters of pyrolysis for particular type of polymeric material that influence the final products include type of reactors, feedstock composition and feeding arrangement, type of fluidizing gas and its flow rate, residence/retention time, temperature, pressure, catalysts \[[@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48]\], in addition there are several points to optimize the fuel production.

Catalytic pyrolysis provides a key to mitigate some of the factors affecting the pyrolysis process, such as the feedstock composition, retention time, temperature, etc. \[[@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54]\]. Pyrolysis carried out via catalytic routes overcome such process issues, capable of converting ~∼~80% of the waste polymeric material into liquid oil characteristically similar to conventional diesel fuel, having higher heating value (HHV) of about 38--45.86 MJ/kg, density of 0.77--0.84 g/cm^3^, viscosity around 1.74--2.5 mm^2^/s, kinematic viscosity of 1.1--2.27 cSt, pour point of (−9) to (−67) °C, boiling point near 68--352 °C, and flash point of 26.1--48 °C \[[@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57]\]. This liquid fraction from catalytic pyrolysisis with improved quality can be used in various energy related applications, for e.g. as transport fuel, for electricity generation, as well as a heating source \[[@bib58], [@bib59]\]. Apart from it, the other by-products like char are potential adsorbent material for wastewater treatment and polluted air \[[@bib60], [@bib61]\], whereas, the produced gases are potentially good energy carriers [@bib57]. Consequently, utilization of waste polymers to convert into carbon derived valuable light materials which are constituted of high quality components, through catalytic degradation seems interesting.

The application of degradation catalysts for pyrolysis processes, were initially carried out with clays and amorphous silica alumina, gradually with time evolved emphasize on zeolites which are chiefly acidic catalysts e.g. zeolite Y, ZSM-5 and Mordenite \[[@bib62], [@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65], [@bib66], [@bib67], [@bib68], [@bib69], [@bib70], [@bib71], [@bib72], [@bib73], [@bib74], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib77]\]. Mainly acidic catalysts promotes production of light hydrocarbons (C~5~-C~12~) in the range of gasoline, while pyrolysis using non-acidic catalysts produces compounds (C~12~-C~22~) in the range of kerosene and diesel \[[@bib78], [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81], [@bib82]\]. Whereas, the metal base catalysts, yield 97% of the given mixed to the costly middle distillate products which include 84% of liquid hydrocarbon (C~5~-C~10~) with 13% gas (C~1~- C~4~) and minimal percent of residue. Also, large amounts of waste polymeric materials are efficiently processed with the combined method of pyrolysis and catalytic reforming. Investigation on catalysts discovered the concept that the presence of large pores in combination with acidic properties provides means to address vital issues \[[@bib83], [@bib84], [@bib85]\] such as to estimate the quantity of polymeric degradation and predict the kinetic behavior in catalytic pyrolysis process.

Inspite of having enormous potential advantages, catalytic pyrolysis face limitations from the aspects of high parasitic energy, catalyst cost and lowered lifecycle due to less reuse \[[@bib86], [@bib87]\]. The dissolving solutions for these challenges are through exploration of cost-efficient catalysts, catalyst regeneration together with overall process optimization. Detail evaluation of the factors affecting catalytic pyrolysis process such as the feedstock composition, retention time, temperature and the use of catalysts, stresses the effect of different catalysts and its characteristics, having great role on the quantity as well as the quality of the evolved pyrolysis products \[[@bib29], [@bib47], [@bib88]\]. As the focus has always been on the products evolved, finding an appropriate catalyst can help in achieving the desired outcomes. Therefore, reforming, regeneration and exploration of novel cheaper catalysts needs to be the centre of research in order to make catalytic pyrolysis a viable process without economical constraints. Scientists and engineers are trying since years to bring innovation in the catalytic pyrolysis process for generating alternative fuel like products and high quality chemicals from waste polymeric materials.

Finally, development of nano-engineered catalysts with superior characteristics regarding selectivity, activity, durability, as well as recoverability \[[@bib89], [@bib90], [@bib91], [@bib92]\], hold huge possibilities which may contribute to solve the current issues in catalytic pyrolysis process \[[@bib93], [@bib94]\]. Nanocatalysis is not new, though nanoscience and nanotechnology is considered the research area of the 21st century \[[@bib95], [@bib96]\]. The knowledge of nanocatalysis prevails from 1950s, even when the term nanotechnology did not exist [@bib97]. The high surface area to volume ratio (S/V) attained by decreasing the size of the catalyst material specifically engineered at the nanoscale renders increased catalytically active site, thereby promoting enhanced interaction between the reactants and the catalyst [@bib98]. Nanosized catalysts additionally display unique properties in comparison to the ones at macroscale and combine the positive aspects of conventional catalytic methods \[[@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102]\], pursuing the key targets close to 100% of selective reactions with extremely high activity and excellent yield [@bib103]. Nanocatalysis is expected to concomitantly lower pyrolysis process energy consumption, impart longer lifetime to the catalyst system with greater chances of isolation and reusability of the active nanostructured catalyst [@bib104]. The objective of this review is to highlight the influence of nanocatalysts in the pyrolysis of non-biodegradable polymeric wastes that prominently illustrates efforts towards "green chemistry" and sustainable environment \[[@bib105], [@bib106], [@bib107], [@bib108]\] for which catalysis is considered as an important factor.

2. Main text {#sec2}
============

2.1. Overview of polymeric waste management towards sustainable environment {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Materials consisting of a specific or a broad range of synthetic or semi-synthetic organic polymers of high molecular mass, usually derived from petrochemicals, such as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinylchloride (PVC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), etc., are typically referred as plastics due to their property of plasticity being malleable that can be molded or easily shaped when soft then set into rigid solid objects *i.e.* thermosets and slightly elastic forms *i.e.* thermoplastics \[[@bib109], [@bib110]\]. These polymeric plastic materials have been extensively used and are regarded among the greatest innovations of the millennium. Characteristics of lightweight, flexible, reusable, non-rust or rot and cheap have caused their production rise up by almost 10% each year since 1950, which accounts an increase from ∼1.3 million tones to \>245 MT in recent years, on a global basis [@bib29]. Global consumption of individual polymers along with the proximate analysis is accounted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Individual plastic types and global consumption \[[@bib111], [@bib112], [@bib114], [@bib115], [@bib116], [@bib117], [@bib118], [@bib119]\].Fig. 1

Wide application areas from automotive field to medical and healthcare, electrical and electronics to telecommunication, building-infrastructure to furniture signify plastic revolution taking place in various sectors. But at the same time, forecast days not far when our earth will get completely covered with waste plastics and we humans will have to live over it. Reasoning for this fact is that most plastic materials are non-biodegradable in nature and may remain as such for hundreds of years [@bib120] therefore their disposal is turning out to be an environmental menace. Mostly 40% of plastics consumed have shelf-life duration lesser than a month and generally the service life of polymeric products ranges from 1-35 years depending on its area of application. Even biodegradable polymers, those that can be converted back to biomass, need a realistic time period and appropriate conditions which are necessary for the degradation process of such plastics, e.g. presence of light required for the photodegradable plastics, also greenhouse gases like methane releases when plastics degrade anaerobically.

Disposal methods employed for polymeric wastes are land filling, mechanical, thermal, chemical and biological recycling. Suitable treatment of polymers is the primary factor in polymeric wastes management and considered important from the environmental, socio-economic and energetic, point of view. Though different techniques for managing the waste polymeric materials exist today [@bib29], major portion of the polymeric wastes are being subjected to landfill. Scarcity of land along with high volume to weight ratio of polymeric materials, poor biodegradability of common polymers together with formation of methane like explosive greenhouse gases, make land-filling an unattractive option which should be strictly regulated. Certain regulations imposed are expected to attain a reduction of ∼35% in land filling [@bib121] between the periods 1995 to 2020.

Reprocessing of the consumed plastics forming similarly new products is the technique of mechanical recycling. Even though this seems to be 'green operation,' it is not cost efficient, requiring high energy for transportation, sorting clean, and reprocessing in order to obtain a serviceable product but practically less performance level is achieved than the original product. Life-cycle analysis (LCA) which considers the energy embodied in plastic materials during production manufacturing to use and disposal, reflects that the embodied energy of the recycled plastics are about half than that of the virgin materials, summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, because of the degraded quality of recycled materials [@bib122]. That is why the contribution to production and consumption of recycled plastic materials is small, illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Energies of virgin and recycled plastics [@bib122].Table 1Commodity polymeric materialsApplicationsEmbodied energy, virgin material (MJ/kg)Embodied energy, recycled material (MJ/kg)PETFood packaging, printing sheets, magnetic tapes, electrical insulation, X-ray photographic film, etc.∼79--88∼60--64HDPEToys, milk bottles, oil containers, detergent bottles, etc.∼77--85∼35--45PVCElectrical insulations, medical devices, blood bags, food foil, automotive interiors, packaging, credit cards, synthetic leather, etc.∼63--70∼35--40PPFlowerpots, car bumpers, carpets, furniture, office folders, storage boxes, etc.∼75--83∼35--45PSElectronics, medical, food packaging, construction, appliances, toys, etc.∼96--105∼40--50Fig. 2Contribution of recycling of polymers to consumption [@bib122].Fig. 2

Incineration of polymeric wastes is another alternative method for recovering energy by which hydrocarbon polymers may replace fossil fuels as for e.g. polyethylene (PE) has calorific value similar to the fuel oil, also the energy produced by incineration of PE is having the same order as that required in its manufacturing, however, green house gases and obnoxious pollutants are produced making it disadvantageous \[[@bib120], [@bib121]\]. Thermochemical processes as a chief route applied for conversion of non-biodegradable polymeric wastes to more useful fuel as a valuable source of energy to satiate the world\'s ever increasing demand for energy may restrict the depletion and help in conserving the available limited fossil fuel. Pyrolysis is one of the energy recovery technologies and an alternative method of plastic waste recycling in an intelligent way to polymeric waste minimization while exploring their full utilization for generating potential energy resources. Alternative routes for polymeric waste management are depicted in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Alternatives for polymeric wastes management [@bib29].Fig. 3

2.2. Pyrolysis of polymeric wastes {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------

The word 'pyrolysis' has been derived from the Greek words 'pyro-' meaning heat and '-lysis' meaning releasing which refers to breaking down or decomposition. The process of breaking down long polymer chains with the application of heat is termed as pyrolysis. The reaction of pyrolysis is carried out in the absence of oxygen with or without the presence of a catalyst \[[@bib123], [@bib124]\]. Pyrolysis without catalyst, is defined as thermal pyrolysis, thermolysis or thermal cracking, while if it is in the presence of a catalyst, it is termed as catalytic pyrolysis or catalytic cracking. Whereas, catalytic hydrogenation pyrolysis \[[@bib125], [@bib126]\] is the process conducted using hydrogen atmosphere accompanied with catalytic conversion for increasing saturated compounds in the resulting fuel.

### 2.2.1. Thermal pyrolysis {#sec2.2.1}

In thermal pyrolysis organic part of the plastic polymer materials are decomposed by the application of heat in an inert atmosphere, at reaction temperatures ranging between 350 to 900 °C, generating gases and liquids that can be used as fuels along with solid by-products called char. Analysis of polymeric waste pyrolysis oil as fuel obtained from thermal process gives the general observation of: delayed ignition, higher heat release rate, increased exhaust temperature, higher unburnt hydrocarbons with increased smoke, NOx higher by 19--25% at peak loads and SOx production near to zero due to nil sulphur content in waste polymeric oil in comparison to heavy fuel oil used in diesel engines \[[@bib127], [@bib128], [@bib129]\]. The physical properties of liquid oil yielded from various types of polymeric waste pyrolysis are tabulated in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Properties of pyrolysis oil obtained from waste polymeric materials vs. conventional fuel [@bib57].Table 2MaterialParametersRef.HHV (MJ/kg)Density (g/cm^3^)Viscosity (mm^2^/s)Kinematic viscosity (cSt)Pour point (°C)Flash point (°C)Boiling point (°C)PET28.20.90\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--[@bib130]PE41.450.851.74\-\-\-\-\-\-\--[@bib131]HDPE45.860.792.11.63−154882--352[@bib132]LDPE38--390.781.89\-\-\--41\--\[[@bib29], [@bib133]\]PVC43.220.846.36\-\-\--40\--[@bib134]PP40.80.864.092.27\<−453068--346\[[@bib29], [@bib135]\]PS43.00.851.41.10−6726.1\--[@bib134]Mixed Plastic44.400.842.52\-\-\-\-\-\-\--[@bib136]Diesel46.670.81--0.872.0--5.02.0--5.0652150--390[@bib137]Kerosene43.0--46.20.78--0.81\-\-\--−4737.78150--300[@bib8]Gasoline43.4--46.50.71--0.771.17\--\<−20−42.7840--200[@bib8]

Myriads of researchers pursued studies to bring forth the potential applications of this liquid oil as transport fuel and blended it with conventional diesel in varying ratio of 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%, using in different types of diesel engines. Under intermediate load there were reports of decreased engine performance in many cases but no difference in performance was also noted by few reporters up to the blending ratio of 20%--80%. At 20% blended ratio, exhaust emissions of 0.26 g/km to 0.40 g/km and 0.52 g/km to 0.69 g/km for NOx at low and full load respectively, were observed. However, for conventional diesel NOx emissions were accounted to be 0.26--0.41 g/km and 0.51--0.71 g/km at low and full loads respectively. CO emissions increased with the blended oil in few experimental observations \[[@bib138], [@bib139], [@bib140], [@bib141]\], due to incomplete combustion.

Another by-product of pyrolysis is char, basically the unburnt leftover part of the waste polymeric material in the reactor, present in very minute quantity (∼1--1.3g from 1kg polymer). It can be potentially used in a diversity of environmental and energy related applications. In general the char is having a fixed carbon content of ∼46.03%, volatile matter of ∼51.40%, moisture content of ∼2.41% and a little amount of ash, with HHV of ∼(23.04--36.29) MJ/kg, a suitable energy source for boilers [@bib142]. Moreover, the thermally activated char, with increased BET pore volume and surface area, applied in various environmental purposes like adsorption of toxic gases, heavy metals and removal of dyes from industrial and municipal waste water [@bib143], showed significant results.

The chief components of the gases produced from pyrolysis of different polymeric materials are hydrogen, methane, ethane, propane, butane, ethene and propene, while hazardous chlorine is also present only in the pyrolysis of PVC \[[@bib144], [@bib145]\]. Increase in the reaction process temperature and the application of catalyst enhances the gas production due to increase in the process of cracking [@bib146]. Researchers have reported production of ∼13--26.9% gases by weight from 1kg of polymeric feedstock [@bib146]. The pyrolysis gases obtained from waste polymeric materials have high calorific values ranging from ∼42-50 MJ/kg \[[@bib113], [@bib138], [@bib147]\]. These gases can be potentially used, without any flue gas treatment, in boilers for heating as well as in gas turbine for electricity generation [@bib148]. Moreover, based on their composition \[[@bib8], [@bib138]\] ethane, propene, isoprene and 1-butene can be recovered through condensation and after separation can be used as chemical feedstocks for polyolefins or in tire production.

#### 2.2.1.1. Parameters affecting the general pyrolysis process {#sec2.2.1.1}

Parameters play vital role in optimizing the resultant product and its composition in any process. In the pyrolysis of non-biodegradable waste polymeric materials, there exist key process parameters that influence the final yield of the gaseous syn-gas, liquid tar and solid char. Major parameters affecting the pyrolysis process may be mentioned as: (i) type of reactors, (ii) type of fluidizing gas and its rate, (iii) residence time and feedstock composition, (iv) temperature, (v) pressure, (vi) catalysts, etc. Achievement of the desired products can be possible by controlling some of these parameters at different settings. Their respective effects are discussed in brief in the following subsections and summarized in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Effects of polymer pyrolysis process parameters \[[@bib8], [@bib29]\].Table 3PolymerThermal decomposition modeReactor typePyrolysis process parametersProduct yieldTemp. (°C)Heating rate (°C/min)PressureDuration (min)Gas (wt%)Liquid (wt%)Solid (wt%)PETFixed bed50010\-\-\--76.923.10\--50061 atm\--52.1338.898.98PEHDPERandom chain lysis (fragmentation along polymer chain length resulting in monomers and oligomers)Horizontal steel35020\--3017.2480.881.88Batch450\-\-\--605.874.519.7Semi-batch40071 atm\--16822450251 atm\--4.191.24.7Fluidized bed500\-\-\--6010855650\-\-\--20--2531.568.50LDPEBatch4303\-\-\--8.275.67.550061 atm\--19.4380.410.165505\-\-\--14.693.10Pressurized batch425100.8--4.3 MPa601089.50.5Fixed bed50010\--205950Fluidized bed600\--1 atm\--24.2510PVCChain-stripping (side chain reactions of substituents eliminating reactive substitutes (HCl), dehydrogenation and cyclization)Vacuum batch520102 kPa\--0.3412.7928.13Fixed bed50010\-\-\--87.712.30PPRandom chain fragmentationHorizontal steel30020\--3028.8469.821.34Batch38031 atm\--6.680.113.3740\-\-\-\-\--49.648.81.6Semi-batch40071 atm\--13852450251 atm\--4.192.33.650061 atm\--17.7682.120.12PSCombination of chain rupture and unzipping, formation of oligomersBatch500\-\-\--1503.2796.730581\-\-\-\-\--9.989.50.6Semi-batch40071 atm\--6904Pressurized batch425100.31--1.6 MPa602.50970.5

##### 2.2.1.1.1. Reactors {#sec2.2.1.1.1}

The type of reactor employed in pyrolysis process determines chiefly the quality of heat transfer, mixing of the polymeric feedstock and catalysts, residence time, and the efficacy of the reaction towards attaining the desired final products. A wide variety of reactors have been designed on the lab-scale as well on the industrial level for the pyrolysis of polymers having their respective advantages and downsides. The reactor set-ups arranged hitherto may be categorized into the following: (i) Batch reactor and semi-batch reactor (ii) continuous-flow reactors (CFR) such as fixed-bed reactor, fluidized bed reactor and conical spouted bed reactor (CSBR) (iii) microwave-assisted technology.

Laboratory scale performance of pyrolysis is suitable in batch or semi-batch reactors, which have simplest designs, enable control of the operating parameters and allow the reactant to remain in the reactor for an extended duration, even a catalyst can be mixed together with the polymeric sample inside the reactor, at temperatures ranging from 300--800 °C for thermal as well as catalytic pyrolysis. Batch reactor is primarily a closed system *i.e.* when the reaction is being carried out there is no possibility of inflow or outflow of the reactants and the products; whereas in semi-batch reactor reactant addition and product removal is possible simultaneously over time which is advantageous in terms of the reaction selectivity. The disadvantage of both batch and semi-batch reactor is in respect of high labor cost along with variable product yield from batch to batch, feasible for small-scale purpose on experimental basis.

In fixed bed reactor, the polymer and the catalysts samples are heated separately and made to react by vapor phase contact. The degraded fragments of polymer are carried by a carrier gas such as N~2~ to the catalyst bed/mesh. Usually the catalyst bed is maintained at a temperature higher to the polymer bed. In certain set-ups, the fixed-bed reactor is used as a secondary pyrolysis reactor where the products of primary pyrolysis consisting of liquid and gaseous matter are fed into it. While, in fluidized bed reactor the catalyst is placed on a distributer plate from where the fluidizing gas passes through it carrying the particles in a fluid state, providing better access to the catalyst with well-mixing to the fluid and larger surface area of contact for the occurring reaction. The flowing gas makes the catalyst particles behave just like a fluid, even upon addition of the polymer contacting the catalyst surface and drawn into the catalyst macropores through capillary action, the fluidized bed still remains fluidized [@bib8]. Hence, fluidized bed reactor is considered best to perform catalytic polymeric pyrolysis for conventional design scale used in pilot plant because apart from having lower operating cost has the advantages of the catalyst being reused several times without discharging, also providing a constant temperature together with high heat and mass transfer, requiring shorter residence time with consequent uniformity in the spectrum of products. The conical spouted bed reactor (CSBR) facilitates good mixing and handling large particle size distribution and difference in particle densities.

The current investigation in microwave technology brings novelty in the techniques for polymeric waste recovery through pyrolysis. In this process, a high microwave-absorbent material e.g. particulate carbon is mixed with the polymer sample [@bib149]. The microwave absorbent material absorbs the microwave energy creating adequate thermal energy for attaining the temperature required for undergoing pyrolysis.

##### 2.2.1.1.2. Fluidizing gas and its rate {#sec2.2.1.1.2}

The fluidizing or carrier gas is an inert gas, has its role only in the transportation of the vaporized components without being involved in the actual pyrolysis. Different types of fluidizing gases are used for polymeric pyrolysis such as hydrogen, ethylene, propylene nitrogen, helium, and argon, each type having different reactivity and composition of the yielded product, depending on the molecular weight \[[@bib8], [@bib45], [@bib46]\]. The lighter gases are capable of producing higher quantity of condensed product *i.e.* liquid oil. However, nitrogen (N~2~) is the easiest and safest to be handled as well as from the availability and cost factor to be used as a carrier gas. Besides, it has been also investigated that the fluidizing flow rate has an impact on the final yield, reporting drastic drop in the rate of degradation with high residue at the lowest fluidizing flow rate of ∼300 ml/min, having high contact time for primary products, while gasoline and hydrocarbon gas fraction maximized at the highest fluidizing flow rate of 900 ml/min.

##### 2.2.1.1.3. Residence time and feedstock composition {#sec2.2.1.1.3}

Residence or retention time may be defined as the average time spent by the sample particles in the reactor having a temperature dependent influence upon the final product distribution. Longer residence time enhances the conversion of primary products, yielding more thermally stable products such as low molecular mass hydrocarbons and non-condensable gas fraction [@bib150]. Higher liquid yield may be obtained at lengthy residence time but at temperatures below 685 °C. The feedstock composition [@bib147] has a significant effect on the pyrolysis yield based on their varying parameter requirement for complete decomposition depending upon their complex molecular structures.

##### 2.2.1.1.4. Temperature {#sec2.2.1.1.4}

Since temperature provides the enthalpy of the C--C bond, resulting into the breaking of the polymer chain, it is one of the most important operating parameter that controls the cracking reaction in pyrolysis. The thermal degradation behavior of polymeric materials can be measured through thermogravimetric analyzer which produces two different graphs of thermogravimetric (TG) curve and derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve. The TG curve is a measure of the mass transfer or the weight loss of the material as a function of temperature, while the DTG curve by the number of peaks indicates the degradation steps occurring during the process \[[@bib150], [@bib151]\]. Reports of pyrolysis study conducted by researchers indicate that the degradation temperature ranges from 200 °C to 600 °C or even above and the optimum temperature required to obtain a particular yield varies with the different type of waste polymeric material used as a feedstock. As, it has been proven that temperature has an impact on reaction rate and may influence the product composition of syngas, tar and char, the operating temperature can be maintained depending upon the product preference. For syngas or char as major product there is higher temperature requirement of above 500 °C and for tar as the preferred yield lower temperatures in the range of 300--500 °C is recommended [@bib8], for all sorts of polymeric materials.

##### 2.2.1.1.5. Pressure {#sec2.2.1.1.5}

Studies discovered that the increase in gaseous product was tremendous as the pressure was raised from 0.1 to 0.8 MPa at temperature range of 410--440 °C. The distribution of carbon number of the liquid fraction was also affected, by applying high pressure, which shifted towards lower molecular mass. Besides this, the double bond formation rate decreased with increased pressure suggesting that the C--C linked scission rate in polymers was affected by pressure [@bib152]. However, pressure similar to residence time is temperature dependent factor while influencing the product distribution in polymer pyrolysis, therefore mostly pyrolysis of polymers is conducted at atmospheric pressure and the temperature factor is more focused.

#### 2.2.1.2. Catalysts {#sec2.2.1.2}

The application of catalyst in the pyrolysis of polymers has an influence upon the mechanism and kinetics, hence, play a vital role in improving the quality of product distribution as well as optimizing the process parameters \[[@bib77], [@bib131]\]. Catalyst loading increases the conversion with increase in the rate of cracking reaction that leads to enhanced yield of gases with reduced yield of liquid fraction however the oil produced is of superior quality [@bib131]. This may be due to the fact that many of the larger carbon chain compounds are adsorbed on the catalyst and broken down into smaller ones. Therefore, characteristics of catalysts such as the Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) surface area, pore volume, pore size, acidity, etc. are some of the major factors affecting the catalytic activity in the pyrolysis process.

### 2.2.2. Catalytic pyrolysis {#sec2.2.2}

The low thermal conductivity of polymers with endothermic cracking demands the requirement of high temperatures due to which thermal pyrolysis becomes a huge energy intensive process along with varying reaction conditions which is not very selective therefore a possible solution for reducing such reaction conditions is catalyzed pyrolysis. Catalytic pyrolysis is a favorable alternative for the recycling of pure or mixed polymeric wastes. Polymeric wastes may contain heteroatoms like chlorine, sulphur and nitrogen due to additives, presence of surface contaminants and several kinds of pollutants which also raises the degradation temperatures upto 700 or 900 °C and compromises the quality of the liquid oil, even the gases are not suitable as fuel source without refining.

#### 2.2.2.1. Applications of catalytic pyrolysis {#sec2.2.2.1}

Application of different catalysts adopted with '*in situ*' methods in the pyrolysis process overcomes the challenges of feed-stock contamination to a great extent. Catalytic pyrolysis promotes: (i) decomposition reactions at lower temperatures denoting reduced energy consumption, (ii) increase in the product yield with higher added value, (iii) increase in the process selectivity, (iv) swift cracking reactions, reducing the residence time and volume of the reactors, (v) inhibition in the formation of undesirable by-products and (vi) attainment of liquid products having lower boiling point range.

Catalytic reactions of waste polymer cracking for the production of valuable hydrocarbons have been enthusiastically carried out using various types of catalysts as well as mixed catalysts putting emphasis on the effects of zeolitic or multi-zeolite catalysts \[[@bib86], [@bib153], [@bib154]\]. References exist of temperatures ∼450 °C utilizing different reactors from batch to fluidized bed reactors. However, configuration of reactors associated with catalytic polymer recycling posses engineering and economic constraints since the problems arising out of limitations in the polymer-catalyst contact mode inside the reactor and blockage of the catalyst pores due to the sticky nature of the polymeric feedstock. Lack of good contact allows high tendency of residue and coke formation on the catalyst surface [@bib155], thereby deactivating and decreasing catalyst efficiency and its life cycle along with posing challenge for separation of the catalyst from the residue at the termination of the process therefore restricting to permit the feasibility of industrial scale-up.

#### 2.2.2.2. Catalyst contact modes {#sec2.2.2.2}

Investigations have been carried out on catalytic steps involved in the polymer degradation process based on the modes of catalyst introduction to polymer feedstock [@bib49]. Two modes of catalyst contact were considered in batch pyrolysis with the use of various solid acid catalysts: (i) liquid phase or melt phase contact and (ii) vapor phase contact. Catalytic degradation carried in the liquid phase contact mode places the catalyst and the polymer feed together in the reactor and then applies heat to the operating temperature. While, the vapor phase contact mode first thermally degrades the sample polymer into hydrocarbon vapor then allows contact with the catalyst. In the liquid phase contact mode of catalytic pyrolysis the evolving products cannot escape easily, hence interaction is enhanced occurring further cracking of the hydrocarbon vapors even though the final product yield reported in the liquid phase contact mode do not have significant difference than that obtained through purely thermal pyrolysis, for example in the case of polypropylene [@bib156].

Whereas in catalytic fluidised-bed reactor the catalyst is adequately fluidized and the polymer feed system is designed to enable polymer particles, purged under nitrogen as a fluidizing gas, to reach the top of the reactor and at t = 0 min dropping freely into the fluidized bed. As the polymer particles wets the catalyst surface capillary action rules upon to drag them into the macropores of the catalyst and at optimum polymer/catalyst ratio (4:1) [@bib157], the outer part of the catalyst particles remain free from polymer melts to move freely and maintain the fluidized bed at fluidized stage [@bib78]. Minimum particle sizes for catalyst as well as the polymer sample are chosen to avoid entrainment and maximize interaction between them. The fluidized bed reactor system for catalytic pyrolysis is schematically represented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Schematic representation of fluidized bed reactor system for catalytic polymer pyrolysis process.Fig. 4

#### 2.2.2.3. Characteristics of catalysts {#sec2.2.2.3}

There are chiefly two types of catalyst systems employed in the catalytic cracking of polymers: (i) homogeneous catalysis, involving one phase, in which the sample material and the catalyst substance are brought in contact in the same phase, ensuring high catalytic activity together with selectivity; and (ii) heterogeneous catalysis, involving more than one phase, the sample material and the catalyst reside in different phases \[[@bib8], [@bib62]\]. The catalyst activity can be expressed in terms of turn over frequency (TOF), which is the number of substrate molecules catalytically converted during a time period, while selectivity is indicated by the desired final product yields [@bib98]. Homogeneous catalysts especially used for polymer pyrolysis are classical Lewis acids, such as AlCl~3~, FeCl~3~, TiCl~4~ and TiCl~3~, fused metal tetrachloroaluminates \[M(AlCl~4~)n\] where (M = Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca or Ba and n = 1 or 2), etc. [@bib29]. However limitations exist in the practicality of homogenous catalysis due to difficulties in the separation of the catalyst from the final product after reaction completion. Therefore, heterogeneous catalysis is preferred in catalytic pyrolysis process for the ease of separation of the mixed fluid products from the solid catalyst and since the costly catalyst recovery is economically demanded. The deactivated catalysts can be possibly regenerated by oxidation of the deposited coke at 600 °C in the presence of air for 3 h [@bib49].

Heterogeneous catalysts applied for cracking of polymers may be conventionally classified into: a) solid acids such as clays e.g. saponite, montmorillonite, etc., silica-alumina (having different mole ratios of SiO~2~:Al~2~O~3~), alumina, zeolites (alumino-silicates), fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalysts, etc.; b) mesostructured catalysts like mobile crystalline material (MCM-41), etc.; c) non-acidic solids such as microporous silica catalysts (silicalite), amorphous mesoporous silica-gel (Q3), crystalline mesoporous folded silica material (FSM), etc.; and d) others of the kind metal supported on carbon e.g. Fe/activated charcoal, etc.; basic oxides e.g. MgO, ZnO, TiO~2~, Fe~2~O~3~, Al~2~O~3~, red mud (main constituents include Fe~2~O~3~, Al~2~O~3~, TiO~2~, SiO~2~, CaO, Na~2~O, MgO), etc.; alkali or alkaline metal carbonates e.g. MgCO~3~, CaCO~3~, BaCO~3~ \[[@bib35],[@bib49],[@bib64],[@bib65],[@bib76],[@bib78],[@bib81],[@bib158]\]. Textural properties like BET surface area, pore size, dimension along with Si/Al ratio, thermal stability and acid strength are the chief characteristics of acid catalysts. Textural characteristics also control molecular accessibility for reactions at the catalytic sites, which is crucial for large polymer molecules. Acidity of the catalyst has an important role in catalytic pyrolysis thus both Lewis acid and Bronsted acid sites are taken into consideration during the acidity measurement, majority of them being located within the catalyst pores [@bib159]. Porosity is another governing feature of the catalyst [@bib73] and its activity affecting through selective adsorption mechanism.

#### 2.2.2.4. General mechanism of action {#sec2.2.2.4}

Generally, the mechanism of polymer degradation over acidic solid catalysts is assumed to proceed similarly in the manner of carbonium ion mechanism for hydrocarbon cracking [@bib49]. Possible mechanism of polymer degradation over solid acid catalysts is shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Initially, the thermal cracking occurs over the external surface of the solid catalyst, the internal pores of the catalyst behave as channels thereafter for selective passage and further breakdown of larger hydrocarbons into smaller ones, where product selectivity takes place [@bib160]. Mainly the gases are produced inside the small sized pores, whilst, due to the external cracking occurring on the outer active sites of the catalyst, waxes are produced [@bib161]. Low molecular weight hydrocarbons, produced by the reactions held at the surface, are sufficiently volatile at the reaction temperature and capable of diffusing out through the molten polymer film as a final product or can even react more within the pores. The catalytic process is enhanced by microporous catalysts, having high internal crystalline structure, producing more gases and lowered liquid yield but with improved quality than in the cases of catalysts possessing macropore volume \[[@bib43], [@bib73]\]. In addition, multi-dimensional catalysts provide more surface area therefore allows more cracking than mono-dimensional catalysts [@bib81].Fig. 5Illustration of polymer cracking over solid acid catalyst [@bib49].Fig. 5

Although different mechanisms of ionic as well as free radical have been postulated for catalytic polymer pyrolysis \[[@bib162], [@bib163], [@bib164]\], reaction proceeding via carbonium ion in the transition state includes chief steps of (i) initiation such as H-transfer with on-chain carbonium ion formation by proton addition (at Bronsted acid sites) or random abstraction of hydride ion (at Lewis acid sites), (ii) chain/β-scission, (iii) depropagation giving rise to oligomerization/alkylation, followed by (iv) isomerization and aromatization [@bib165]. These complex reaction procedures are influenced by the strength of acid-sites, density, distribution along with pore size of the catalysts which in turn affects the chemical composition and final product distribution [@bib166]. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) technique applied for catalyst screening reveals that the catalyst potentially decreases the apparent energy of activation [@bib83]. Following equations describes briefly the carbonium ion mechanism of catalytic pyrolysis \[[@bib29], [@bib158]\]:$$\left. - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH} = \text{CHCH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -} + \text{HX}\rightarrow - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}^{+}\text{CHCH}_{2 -}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -} + \text{X}^{-}\mspace{9mu}\text{on} - \text{chain}\mspace{9mu}\text{carbonium}\mspace{9mu}\text{ion}\mspace{9mu}\text{formation}\mspace{9mu}\text{by}\mspace{9mu}\text{proton}\mspace{9mu}\text{addition} \right.$$$$\left. - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -} + \text{R}^{+}\rightarrow - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}^{+}\text{CHCH}_{2 -}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -} + \text{RH}\mspace{9mu}\text{on} - \text{chain}\mspace{9mu}\text{carbonium}\mspace{9mu}\text{ion}\mspace{9mu}\text{formation}\mspace{9mu}\text{by}\mspace{9mu}\text{random}\mspace{9mu}\text{hybride}\mspace{9mu}\text{abstraction} \right.$$$$\left. - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}^{+}\text{CHCH}_{2 -}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -}\rightarrow - \text{CH}_{2}\text{CH}_{2}\text{CH} = \text{CH}_{2} + \text{C}\text{H}_{2}\text{CH}_{2 -}\mspace{9mu}\text{β} - \text{scission} \right.$$

Successive chain cleavage followed by depropagation yields oligomer fraction approximately ranging (C~30~--C~80~). Further cleavage thereafter of the oligomers leads to simultaneous formation of gas fraction and liquid fraction ranging (C~10~--C~25~) approx.

While, in catalytic degradation with Fe/activated charcoal in H~2~ atmosphere, and temperature above 380 °C, there is depolymerisation and degradation by free radical chain reaction through hydrogenation of hydrocarbon radical and abstraction of H radical from hydrocarbon or hydrocarbon radical \[[@bib29], [@bib167]\]:$$\left. \text{R}_{9}^{\bullet} + \text{H}^{\bullet}\rightarrow\text{R}_{9} \right.$$$$\left. \text{R}_{9 -}\text{H}\rightarrow\text{R}_{9}^{\bullet} + \text{H}^{\bullet} \right.$$$$\left. \text{R}_{9}^{\bullet}\rightarrow\text{R}_{9} + \text{H}^{\bullet} \right.$$

Polymer degradation may proceed using reforming catalyst showing bi-functionality due to the two different active sites, metallic sites accelerate hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions whereas the acidic sites on support accelerate isomerization. Improvement in octane numbers of gasoline-range hydrocarbons without change in their carbon numbers is achieved. Pt/SiO~2~-Al~2~O~3~ with ∼0.5 wt% Pt only is the common reforming catalyst whilst composite of zeolite with Zn enhances adsorption capacity by narrowing the pores of zeolites thereby improving the sieving effect which permits passage of small molecules only. Moreover, due to increased acidity, Co-Mo/zeolite is highly efficient for catalytic conversion of waste polymeric materials into gasoline range tar [@bib168]. The reforming reaction is illustrated through the following n-pentane isomerization \[[@bib29], [@bib158]\]: $$\text{n} - \text{C}_{5}\overset{\text{Pt}}{\leftrightarrow}\text{n} - \text{C}_{5}{(\text{olefin})} + \text{H}_{2}$$$$\text{n} - \text{C}_{5}{(\text{olefin})}\overset{\text{acidsite}}{\rightarrow}\text{i} - \text{C}_{5}{(\text{olefin})}$$$$\text{H}_{2} + \text{i} - \text{C}_{5}{(\text{olefin})}\overset{\text{Pt}}{\leftrightarrow}\text{i} - \text{C}_{5}{(\text{paraffin})}$$

Investigations and comparison of the effects of various types of catalysts on polymer degradation revealed the fact that more than the weak acid ones the strong acid catalysts are capable to catalyze the cracking of heavier hydrocarbons to lighter ones into gaseous products [@bib49]. Therefore, red mud and zeolites like ZSM-5, possessing two distinct weak as well as strong acid sites, yield more gaseous and less liquid products than the silica-alumina catalysts having only weak acid sites. Whereas FSM virtually having no acidity yield liquid hydrocarbons more than 86 wt% with residues much less than that of non-catalyzed thermal pyrolysis, while non-acidic porous materials, silica-gel and silicalite, produce liquid range hydrocarbons with yields around 80 wt% and 75 wt% respectively [@bib49]. The characteristics and effects of some catalysts in catalytic pyrolysis process of polymers are summarized in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. However, zeolites are the most widely used catalysts in polymer pyrolysis with proven effectiveness to improve the quality of the obtained products \[[@bib31], [@bib81]\], discussed in the next section.Table 4Characteristic effects of catalysts on polymer pyrolysis process [@bib57].Table 4Catalyst characteristicEffectHigh BET surface areaMore cracking & gases produced, decrease in liquid yieldHigh thermal stabilityAppreciable activity maintained at high temperaturesHigh internal crystalline structureExcellent activity, enhanced cracking, increased gaseous yieldHigh Lewis & Bronsted acid siteMore cracking & gases produced, decreased impurities in liquid yieldPore volume/size: Microporous & MacroporousFavors gaseous yield & favors liquid yield, respectivelyReformed catalyst: Metal doped on acidic basePerforms dual function, improves catalytic activityExample:CatalystPolymeric feedstockRed mudPE, PP, PS, PET, PVCEnhanced catalytic activity, increased cracking ability\
High temperature yields more gases & aromatic compoundsNa~2~CO~3~TiresDecrease in reaction temperature\
Increases conversion with increased liquid yieldFCCHDPE, LDPE, PP, PSIncrease in cracking process & reduction in energy demand\
High liquid yield due to less microporous area\
Formation of branched hydrocarbons in liquid product due to carbon-chain isomerization\
Decreased concentration of heavy aliphatic compounds (C~20+~) & increased concentration of lighter hydrocarbons (C~13−~)\
Increased C~2~ and C~4~ & decreased methane in gaseous product with increase in temperatureNatural zeolite (NZ),\
Clinoptillolite, Mordenite(1D catalyst)Municipal polymeric waste\
HDPE,PS\
PEDecreases the liquid pour point & the heavy oil fraction Increase in the gasoline fraction\
High liquid yield due to less microporous area\
Increase of aromatic compounds in oil\
Wax conversion into light hydrocarbonsModified natural zeolite:\
Ni/Z, Co/Z, NiMo/Z, CoMo/ZLDPEMetal impregnation (Ni, Co, Ni-Mo & Co-Mo) on NZ unaffects crystallinity, increases activity & selectivity towards cracking\
Composite yields high liquid, maximum gasoline at ∼ 350 °C due to high acidity\
Liquid (C~6~ - C~19~) contains paraffins, napthenes & olefinsY-zeolitePEDecrease in liquid yield due to high BET surface area\
Increase of gasoline fraction & aromatic compounds in oil\
High conversion of wax to light hydrocarbonsZSM-5HDPE, PE, PP, PS, PET, PVCMore porous & presence of enhanced Bronsted acid site in internal structure facilitates cracking process & high yield of gases at decreased pyrolysis process temperature\
Promotes production of i-butane in gases with high fraction of C~3~-C~4~ contents and increased concentration of H~2~\
Produced gases have similar HHV (48--53 MJ/kg) as natural gas, applicable as an alternative\
Increase in gasoline & light oil yield\
Liquid contain high aromatics, C~5~-C~9~ compoundsHZSM-5HDPE, PEIncrease in cracking process, overall yield, volatile compounds & high conversion of wax to light hydrocarbonsHY-zeolitePE, PP, PSHigh yield of gaseous & liquid hydrocarbons, usually no wax\
Liquid produced from PS consist chiefly styrene

#### 2.2.2.5. Zeolites {#sec2.2.2.5}

Zeolites are a class of crystalline aluminosilicates of group 1A or 2A elements, having chief characteristics of ion exchange capabilities and open micropores functioning as molecular sieves that restrict the free diffusion of bulky large molecules within the internal structure of the catalyst \[[@bib169], [@bib170]\]. The catalyst is built by varying ratio of SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ depending on its type, determining its reactivity affecting final pyrolysis product selectivity and distribution, while forming three-dimensional framework with the tetrahedral sides linked by oxygen atoms developing interconnected channels and cavities of differing shape and size for cations to reside. The tetrahedral structure is the primary unit composed generally of AlO~4~ and SiO~4~ with aluminum or silicon occupied at the tetrahedral position and oxygen atom being shared by two silicon or aluminum atoms. As the AlO~4~ tetrahedrons possess negative charges of (-1), due to the (+3) valence of aluminum while (+4) of silicon, the charge imbalance requires balancing by cations of alkali or alkaline earth metals (especially Na^+^, K^+^, Ca^+2^ or Mg^+2^) to be present within the pores of zeolite, which also renders the possibility of ionic replacement through cation exchange. These cations when exchanged for protons, the acid sites of zeolites are created, which may be either Brønsted acid types (proton donors) or Lewis acid types (electron pair acceptors) [@bib171]. Other adsorbates usually water molecules occupy the channels and cavities favoring ion exchange, therefore the chemical composition of zeolites are represented by the empirical formula: M~2~/nO.Al~2~O~3~.ySiO~2~.wH~2~O (where n is the cationic valence, y values from 2-10 and w is the quantity/moles of structural water) [@bib66]. Though natural zeolites are more abundant having lesser cost, the synthetic zeolites hold the advantages of purity, uniformity in shapes and sizes of cavities and channels, with pre-defined chemical composition, required for specific applications e.g. petroleum cracking [@bib172].

Chemical and physical characteristics ensuring reactivity and selectivity catalytic properties to molecular sieves may be cited as: high specific area and adsorption capacity; active acidic sites (strength and concentration directed specifically according to application); network of channels and cavities providing selectivity of shape and size to the reactant molecules, transition state species and products; along with enormous thermal stability for catalyzing various hydrocarbon reactions, inclusive cracking of polymers [@bib173]. However, the rupturing process of polymer molecules begins on the external surface, since to access the internal reactive specific pore sites of the zeolites, the polymer chains need to be broken down in order to penetrate the small pore size. Due to the presence of microporous structure, the zeolites possess higher internal surface than the external which enables mass transfer between the two surfaces, specificity varying with pore volume factor depending upon one to another zeolite [@bib173]. The catalytic activity level of zeolites enhances with the increase in number of acidic sites located majorly within the pores of the catalyst material [@bib29]. Hence, the two main factors of zeolites involved in polymer catalytic cracking are the textural property of crystalline microporous structure and many active acid sites favoring hydrogen transfer reactions, thereby, enabling higher conversions into volatile gas fraction at relatively milder operating conditions between temperatures 350--500 °C [@bib174]. Factor that drastically affects the catalytic capacity of zeolites is their deactivation by deposition of coke onto their cavities and channels, while the rate of coke formation (coking) depends mostly upon reaction conditions like pressure, temperature, reactants, not excluding structural and acidic characteristics of the catalyst [@bib173].

Moreover, the ratio of SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ indicates the acidity of Zeolite catalysts, the basis of its being more active in cracking process with marked effect in the product fraction yield, achieving increased production of light olefins decreasing the heavy fractions and liquid yields [@bib82]. Low ratio of SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ denotes high acidity of zeolite material with (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 30) as the highest acidic catalyst among its group and cracking waxes more actively improving yield of lighter olefins (from 35.5 to 58.0 wt%) and lowering heavy fraction range C~12~--C~20~ (from 28.0 to 5.3 wt%) in comparison to the zeolite catalyst (SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ = 280) with lowest acidity. Besides, the most reduced ratio of SiO~2~/Al~2~O~3~ also raises the octane number with higher content of aromatics, lighter alkanes and nil amounts of sulfur. In terms of final product selectivity, various zeolites show different product preferences. Examples of widely used zeolite catalysts in catalytic pyrolysis of polymeric materials are natural zeolite (NZ) [@bib131], β-zeolite \[[@bib175], [@bib176]\], Y-zeolite [@bib81], USY [@bib177], REY [@bib178], ZSM-5 [@bib179], ZSM-11 [@bib180], clinoptilolite [@bib181], mordenite [@bib182], etc. The usage of zeolite catalysts in catalytic pyrolysis of real municipal polymeric wastes proved to influence the reduction of impurities in the produced tar [@bib147]. Apart from these, FCC catalyst consists of zeolite crystals on non-zeolite acid matrix of silica--alumina along with the binder \[[@bib170], [@bib183], [@bib184]\]. The chief component of FCC catalyst is usually Y-zeolite, used because of its high thermal stability, product selectivity [@bib185] and additional quality of cost effectiveness since being a 'reused' catalyst.

2.3. Effect of catalyst particle size and the advent of nanostructured catalysts for pyrolysis {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the biggest set-back countered by conventional heterogeneous catalysts, in comparison to its homogeneous counterparts, is the limitation in catalytic capacity arising due to reduced surface area lacking complete accessibility to reactant molecules, thus compelling high consumption of the valuable catalysts \[[@bib186], [@bib187]\]. Possible solution to both the matter of access and expense can be postulated as size reduction of the active catalyst material giving rise to concomitant enhancement of its surface to volume ratio (S/V) \[[@bib188], [@bib189]\]. Therefore engineering catalysts at the nanoscale can specifically achieve the targeted high S/V. Nanosized catalysts display additional unique properties not present in the macroscale bulk catalyst materials \[[@bib190], [@bib191], [@bib192], [@bib193], [@bib194]\], further contributing towards lower process energy consumption, longer catalyst lifecycle and enhanced ease in isolating and reusing the active nanocatalysts [@bib108]. Nanocatalysis though regarded as "soluble heterogeneous" [@bib195] or "semi-heterogeneous" [@bib101] catalysis, may be considered as a distinct category which combines the beneficial aspects of exclusive high activity with attainment of near 100% selective reactions and excellent yield associated with homogeneous catalysis and tremendously eased product separation along with catalyst recovery related to heterogeneous catalysis \[[@bib106], [@bib186], [@bib196]\].

The effect of particle size of the catalyst on polymer pyrolysis process has sparsely been studied. Investigation of particle sizes in the nanorange of zeolites and its effect on catalytic polymer degradation discovered the fact that conversion decreases with particle size while finally the product quality increases [@bib197]. Few nanocrystalline zeolites to be mentioned are HUSY, HMOR, Hβ, HZSM-5, etc. \[[@bib8], [@bib198]\], extensively applied for research purpose of polymer pyrolysis. The application of nanocrystalline HZSM-5 promotes greater gas fraction yield in the range of C~3~--C~6~, in remarkably higher concentrations, at mild temperatures and achieves raised selectivity to the obtained products than in the case of micron-sized ZSM-5. Reports exist of above 90% conversion, at temperatures below 350 °C, applying nano-HZSM-5 for cracking HDPE, LDPE and PP \[[@bib199], [@bib200]\]. Implying 40 wt% of polymer to catalyst ratio, left over residue was minimum ∼4.53 wt%, indicating the capability of HZSM-5 to maximize total product conversion in the pyrolysis of polymeric wastes. Catalytic pyrolysis of HDPE carried out with HZSM-5, employing 20 wt% of catalyst to polymer ratio, at 450 °C yielded 35 wt% of liquid and 65 wt% gases, whereas using the same feedstock and catalyst at 500 °C, liquid fraction was reduced to 4.4 wt% with increase in the produced gases to 86.1 wt% \[[@bib201], [@bib202]\]. Moreover, HZSM-5 showed superior resistance to coking when the product stream of isobutane and isopentanes stayed unaffected throughout while the olefins consisting butene and pentene increased in the process \[[@bib68], [@bib203], [@bib204]\]. Hence, apart from higher efficiency HZSM-5 has extremely low rate of deactivation, rendering catalyst reuse suitable, since efficiently regenerated, thus imparting longer life cycle.

Nanocrystalline zeolites HUSY and HMOR were investigated to be equally efficient, leaving very less residue of around 7.07 wt% and 8.93 wt% respectively [@bib205]. PP pyrolysis conducted at 360 °C with HUSY zeolite catalyst and 40 wt% of catalyst to polymer ratio resulted to obtain little quantity of liquid product of 3.75 wt% only [@bib203]. It was proved by experimental studies that various nanocatalysts vary in product selectivity. Using a batch reactor and catalyst to polymer ratio of 10 wt% at constant temperature of 550 °C performance of HZSM-5 and HUSY was studied on HDPE and LDPE. HUSY yielded higher liquid product of 41.0 wt% and 61.6 wt% from HDPE and LDPE, respectively, compared to HZSM-5 which catalyzed the recovery of 17.3 wt% and 18.3 wt% from HDPE and LDPE, respectively, but facilitated to obtain more of the gaseous product which was 72.6 wt% and 70.7 wt% through degradation of HDPE and LDPE, respectively [@bib74]. Same pattern of product selectivity was observed for HUSY and HZSM-5 nanocatalysts with reports of minimal amount of liquid yield of 3.75 wt% and 2.31 wt% respectively, on PP pyrolysis, employing 40 wt% of catalyst to polymer ratio, at 360 °C, Lin and Yen [@bib203].

Overall, nano-zeolite catalysts improve the volatile hydrocarbon production and based on the results it can be deduced that the effectiveness of the nano-scale particles lies in the increased surface area of the catalyst material. On the contrary, high surface area together with the system of very small pores poses big difficulty in achieving handsome amounts of C~5~--C~12~ gasoline range hydrocarbons, which casts limitation on the selectivity of nanocatalysts to liquid products. Possible solution to this could be brought through the approach of nanosized particles belonging to catalysts being selective to liquid products of gasoline range such as the FCC catalyst, reformed catalyst Al-MCM-41, etc. Nowadays, a new family of mesoporous aluminosilicates, MCM, has also been developed with uniformly distributed pores of 2--20 nm in a regular array, constituting framework with broad range of Si/Al ratios and having mild acidity \[[@bib29], [@bib65]\]. Studies suggest that besides reducing the reaction temperature and enhancing the product character, HMCM-41 enables increased conversion of polymer mixture because of its sufficiently large pore dimensions which allow the polymer molecules to enter within and reach the acid sites in order to be accessible. Al-MCM-41 generates a higher yield of commercial gasoline type condensable hydrocarbon products, attributing to its weaker acid sites and large pore size [@bib206]. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, represents the advantages of the application of nanostructured catalyst system in the pyrolysis process of waste polymers.Fig. 6Representation of different polymer pyrolysis process [@bib207].Fig. 6

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

An insight into the domain of nanocatalysis for innovation in the sector of catalytic pyrolysis, both from an environmental and an economic point of view, brings out its huge potential contribution in a greener chemistry and engineering manner. The dimensions of particles as well as pores and surface composition are the crucial influencing factors for the outstanding performance of the synthesized superior nanostructured catalysts determined by (i) activity, expressing number of raw material molecules catalytically converted to products per unit time, (ii) selectivity, producing ∼100% desirable products, (iii) recoverability and durability, featuring intrinsic system facilitating separation from product mixture and its reuse indicating the catalyst lifecycle, measured by the number of catalytic cycles undergone before replacement required. Nanoscale size of the catalysts consequently confers high surface area, enhancing the catalytically active sites accessible to polymer substrate molecules, thereby increasing the TOF, promoting catalyst use in smaller quantities, reducing the cost greatly affecting the process economy.

Optimally engineered nanocatalysts yield narrower product distribution with respect to the number of carbon atoms at lower temperatures, also decreasing the degradation time and the formed solid residue, restricting coking and deactivation. Experimental variables such as reactor type, carrier gas, feedstock, temperature, retention time, etc., may also govern the obtained product composition from pyrolysis which can be carried out either with pure polymers or with polymer blends. Cracking of polymers is processed by random chain scission yielding waxes and gasoline distillates using catalysts of medium or weak acidity, whereas through strong acidic ones scission occurs at chain end producing light hydrocarbons fraction of C~3~-C~5~ olefins. The primary cracking products may be either separated or subjected to secondary reactions of oligomerization, cyclization and aromatization. Production of gases is less with more of tar and char by macroporous catalysts than shown by the microporous catalysts. Moreover, modifications like thermal and acidic, including catalyst reforming such as doping of metals or metallic nanoparticles of Ni, Co, Mo, Zn, Pd, Pt, etc. via wet impregnation can improve the activity and characteristics of the catalysts.

The liquid tar and gases obtained have high HHV applicable as alternative sources of energy while the produced char consists of high BET surface area useful in various adsorption related applications. Therefore, in this nano-era when consumption of non-biodegradable polymeric materials has become formidable and their generated wastes too, together with the growing concern of depleting non-renewable energy sources such as fossil fuels and rising demand of petroleum oil as well as natural gas, the nanocatalytic approach towards pyrolysis for energy recovery from polymeric wastes appears unambiguously attractive along with being effective. In addition to the utilization of the contained energy and the raw materials in the polymeric wastes into valuable gas, tar and char, there is efficient management of the environmental impacts.
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